InterCall Streaming Services
Extend Your Reach without Increasing Your Budget

For more information:
1-888-823-6568
USACONFERENCING.COM

Your business is leading the market place, so you deserve a leader in innovative
streaming solutions, comprehensive e-learning programs and custom interactive
communications to help you stay ahead. When you pair InterCall’s conferencing services
with the power of the web, you have a way to broadcast your message to thousands of
people. Whether you are hosting an audio, web or video event—or combining all three—
InterCall gives you a way to cost effectively reach anyone around the world.

InterCall Streaming’s flexible Adobe Flash-based platform delivers webcasting services
that make streaming media and virtual events that are easier to execute, more engaging
to watch and strengthen connections with your audience.
High-impact live and on-demand streaming media solutions are able to teach, train and
entertain your audience in the most efficient and effective way possible through:
Interactive question and answer sessions
Live polling with real-time results
Dynamic presentations containing embedded video, builds and animations
Testing and certification systems
Full-screen video
Simple sign-in and registration
Twitter integration
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CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS DON’T COME IN A BOX
InterCall Streaming delivers a purpose-built software solution that is designed for
complete customization. Get all of the features you need in a branded interface that
reflects your organization’s image and message.
From a live virtual symposium to an on-demand training program, an interactive
conference to a national product launch, a live e-learning class to a hybrid event—
whatever your needs are—make your virtual programs a reality with InterCall Streaming
Services.

A FULL SUITE OF OPTIONS
From your desktop webcam to a Hong Kong production studio, InterCall Streaming
Services can take video live—no problem. No matter the source and no matter the
audience, we are prepared for video recording, live streaming or even international
satellite broadcasting with partners and servers around the world.

THE SMOOTHEST VIDEO AND CLEAREST AUDIO
InterCall Streaming carries crystal clear content every time for an incomparable level of
audience engagement. For participants with slower connections, our streaming service
automatically disables high-bandwidth video streams to provide the best possible
alternative audio-only experience.

ALWAYS SUCCESSFUL, STABLE AND SECURE
Built using an Adobe Flash-based software platform which is completely secure and
already installed on 99% of personal computers, using InterCall Streaming Services
makes it easy to have participants join from virtually anywhere.
For more information or to see a demonstration of our streaming services please contact
your meeting consultant today.

